Cliff Walker
Is Elected
Governor

Power Plant Ready to Furnish
Ishock Power

The dawn of the Young Harris Power Co., which was completely developed but destroyed by a summer flood, has been reconstructed by the citizens of Young Harris and community is just outside of the light of the power line completed and in excellent condition, new copper wires of correct voltage being used throughout the line. The citizens who use this current in their homes should go over the lighting circuits, which might prevent fire, the wires having been exposed for that some of them might be exposed.

The generator for this plant has been lost for sometime on the road, but has at last reached Young Harris, and the plant will be ready to furnish lights immediately. This will add considerably to our town as well as to the several districts within reaching it. Mr. O. J. Townsend, who has been in charge of the repair work, says he feels quite sure that the high-water cannot break this system. It was out of order last summer when it was burned by the floods.

The Tri-Weekly Constitution
ATLANTA, GA.

And The
Towns County Advertiser

Both will be mailed to you for only
$1.50 Per Year

Don't let this opportunity pass, send us your subscription. If you do not want both, you can't afford to miss the ADVERTER

Y. H. C. News
By Cyclone Bill

School opened with SES achievement. It was reported that
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School opened with SES achievement. It was reported that

Visit Our Store and Get Our Prices
The Rest Is Easy

J. P. Hampton & Co.
Young Harris, Georgia

J. P. Hampton & Co.

Advertise in the Advertiser

Go To
R. L. JACKSON
FOR GENERAL MERCANISDE

We offer the highest quality
at the lowest price. We
appreciate every order you
deliver and receive.

We offer the highest quality
at the lowest price. We
appreciate every order you
deliver and receive.

Make Our Store, Your Store

Store at Macon, Ga. Rt. 7
Store at Young Harris, Ga.
Address all communications to Young Harris, Ga.

Closing Sale

The Largest Sale Ever Held in Hamilton

BEGIN
SEPTEMBER 13, 1922
AND CONTINUES FROM DAY TO DAY UNTIL ENTRIE STOCK IS SOLD

Everything in my entire entire is sold.

Everything in my entire entire is sold.

Over Six Million
Unable to Read in the U. S.

In our free America there are many million people who are unable to read. In a double line of march at intervals of three feet, those six million literates would extend over a distance of 16 miles across the continent. Marching at the rate of 25 miles a day, it would require them to pass a school of the nation's schools, blackboards, desk, and books, one blackboard, one desk, and one book each. The present of legislative bill was passed which virtually empowers the school board to do the necessary work of providing teachers, school buildings, and equipment to make all appointees eligible. All the appointees must have passed the examination which is now being conducted.

Head of Highway Board to Control All Appointments

From the Insurance Convention
During the convention on the function of the insurance companies and the composition of the legislature a bill was passed which virtually empowers the school board to do the necessary work of providing teachers, school buildings, and equipment to make all appointees eligible. All the appointees must have passed the examination which is now being conducted.
**Chesterfield Cigarettes**

Taste is a matter of tobacco quality

We state it as our boldest belief that the tobacco from Chesterfield field are of highest quality and hence of best price. No other cigarettes have the same patents and labels as Chesterfield. No other cigarette is completely protected by over 50 patents. The paper which the latest Chesterfield are wrapped in will be found on any other cigarette at the price.

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

---

**Goodrich Tires**

Buy your tires, tubes and accessories where you see this Goodrich dealer sign. It means everything is guaranteed.

**Farmer Magazine**

This space reserved by W. E. Maddox Watch it for bargains.